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by assuming that there was a yet undiscovered planet 
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evidence for General Relativity much before any gravitational wave 
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LEP and the top quark
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Similarly, precision calculations of e+e− collisions, together with the 
most precise measurements at LEP allowed us to know about the 
existence of the top quark, and even to estimate the value of its 
mass before it was directly discovered at the Tevatron

• Mass of the top quark from indirect 
determinations at LEPI and SLC in 1993: 
mtop = (177 ± 10) GeV

• First direct production at the Tevatron in 
1994: mtop = (174 ± 16) GeV 
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LHC as a precision machine
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• Traditionally


➡ e+e− colliders: precision machines because of clean 
environment


➡ proton-proton colliders: discovery machines since higher 
energies are more easily achieved 


• First change of perspective with the Tevatron and revolution 
with the LHC: hadron collider as a precision machine      
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 W-boson mass measured 
with 9 MeV precision (0.01%)

Higgs mass measured 
to 250 MeV (0.2%)

Limits on anomalous coupling 
already competitive to LEP

 Z-boson 
kinematics to 

below a percent
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The SM is the legacy of the 20th century 
of particle physics: 

‣ It unifies quantum mechanics, field 

theory and special relativity 

‣ It unifies electromagnetism and the 

weak interaction 

‣ It describes (to the surprise of many) 

all laboratory data so far

Special role in the SM: only scalar particle. 
Product of Brout-Englert-Higgs mechanism 
required to accommodate masses in a 
gauge invariant way

The Standard Model
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Role of precision theory

9

• Thanks to accelerator, experiments and computers, precision 
measurements are already a reality


• This is a game changer which doubles the value of the LHC and 
HL-LHC

‣ when new particles are found directly ⇒ precision measurements 

of properties, which are needed to understand the new 
underlying theory (this is happening now for the Higgs boson) 


‣ but also precision tests bring in new possibilities, complementary 
to direct searches (like for Uranus) 


• in this endeavour, precise theory predictions crucial to enhance 
sensitivity 
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Successive approximations versus LHC data 
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Example: number of Higgs bosons at production in millions (end of Run II)

ATLAS and 
CMS data 

LO (leading order): 1st 
approximation
NLO (next-to-leading order): 
2nd approximation  
NNLO (next-to-next-to-leading 
order): 3rd approximation
N3LO: … [70000000 loop 
integrals!]
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Precision via perturbation

10

Number of events computed as successive approximations         
with additional terms that become smaller and smaller.                                  
More terms in the approximation ⇒ improved accuracy  
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Precision via perturbation
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ATLAS and 
CMS data 

LO (leading order): 1st 
approximation
NLO (next-to-leading order): 
2nd approximation  
NNLO (next-to-next-to-leading 
order): 3rd approximation
N3LO: … [70000000 loop 
integrals!]

Without NNLO & N3LO results: 
➡we could not perform any precision test of the Higgs boson 
➡we would think that we have discovered New Physics!  
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LO & NLO theory 
results alone are 
incompatible with 

Higgs data 
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mH = 125 GeV Discovery & mass measurement 

Why do we need millions of H

12

Higgs lies in a fantastic spot where to study the Higgs coupling. 
Incredibly rich phenomenology. 

H decays to two photons 
only one time in ∼500 
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Taming backgrounds
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Need precision not just for Higgs signals, but also for all SM 
backgrounds, in particular events involving many jets 

Example: 
Higgs production in association 
with top-quarks with H →  bb   
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Example: 2 gluons → 4 gluons

14

(1984)
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Example: 2 gluons → 4 gluons
Consider the amplitude for two gluons to collide and produce 
four gluons: gg → gggg.
Before modern computers, this would have been barely tractable 
even at leading order (LO)

217 diagrams

15
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Example: 2 gluons → 4 gluons
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In 1985 Parke and Taylor took up the challenge, using
✓ the most advanced theoretical tools available 
✓ the world best computers

they produced a final formula that would fit in 8 pages 
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Example: 2 gluons → 4 gluons
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Finding simplicity
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Soon afterwards they could guess an incredible, unanticipated 
simple form (for a fixed helicity configuration) … 
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Finding simplicity
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… which naturally suggested the result for an arbitrary number 
of gluons 
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Twenty years later (2004)
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• After Parke-Taylor and a number of other results the 
calculation of LO amplitudes was soon mastered 

• Yet, the calculation of NLO QCD corrections remained a big 
challenge for more than twenty years

• One calculation (article) per process considered  
• No automation was in sight  
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Thirty years later (2014)

21

• connection between NLO amplitudes 
and LO ones 

• input from supersymmetry/string 
theory

• sophisticated algebraic methods
• connections with formal theory and  

pure mathematics …   

the problem of computing NLO QCD corrections is now solved

Suddenly, thanks to theoretical conceptual breakthrough 
ideas
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Automated NLO
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Example: single Higgs production processes (similar results available for all 
SM processes of similar complexity, backgrounds to Higgs studies) 

✓A solved problem
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NLO & NNLO versus data

23

LHC data clearly prefers NNLO
Same conclusion in all measurements examined so far

 With more data NLO likely to be insufficient

NLO

NNLO
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NNLO: the next challenge

24

An explosion of NNLO results in the last years 

Things are developing rapidly, but a 
number of conceptual and technical 
challenges remain to be faced  
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Recent highlights at the 
perturbative frontier

25

Adapted from slides 
of Jonas Lindert
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All order simulations

26

Parton shower (PS): 

less accurate, but realistic description of final state events  
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Fixed order + PS

27

Parton shower (PS)

PS + NLO (MC@NLO, POWHEG, Sherpa)

PS + NNLO (MiNNLO, Geneva…)

Combination of fixed order and parton shower (PS): 

Required to have the best possible precision and fully realistic simulations 
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What does precision buy you? 
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Precision and energy reach

29

New physics likely heavy ⇒ use effective field theory (EFT)

• At low energy, e.g. Higgs 
couplings 

L = LSM +
X

i

1

⇤2
O

D=6
i

⇒ Complementarity between precision and energy-reach 

• At high energy (E), e.g. 
oblique parameters in VLVL  
scattering (V=W, Z, h) 

g = gSM

✓
1 + c

v2

⇤2

◆

scale of 
new physics

g = gSM

✓
1 + c

E2

⇤2

◆



 Precision ∝ Energy2  
per-mille accuracy at LEP (100GeV) ≈ 10% accuracy at 1 TeV
1% accuracy at 1 TeV                          ≈ 10% accuracy at 3 TeV
0.1% accuracy at 1 TeV                       ≈ 10% accuracy at 10 TeV  
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Comparison to Lep benchmark 

30

• High-energy dynamics of longitudinal bosons linked to Higgs 
physics via Equivalence Theorem 

• Only accurate measurements/calculations allow to constrain 
models that foresee small departures from the SM
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Higgs studies at the LHC

31

• The discovery of the Higgs boson at the LHC was a milestone in 
particle physics

• Higgs boson is the only fundamental scalar particle ever 
discovered. Its study at the LHC is new territory  

• It is clear that this will be a long research program at the LHC                   
[in comparison the b-quark was discovered forty years ago and, Belle 
II at SuperKEK, will now further study hadrons containing b-quarks] 
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Status at the 10th anniversary
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SM Higgs and new physics

33

Seeds of New Physics in the Higgs Lagrangian:

The Higgs mass terms.  
Connected to the 

naturalness problem  

The Higgs quartic self-
interaction. Connected 
to the question of the 

stability of the potential    

Yukawas give mass to 
fermions. Connected to 

flavour/CP problem
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L(�) = (Dµ�)
†(Dµ�)� µ2

0|�|2 + �|�|4 + Yij ̄
i
L 

j
R�

Gauge invariant mass 
generation of gauge 

bosons in the SM
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An extremely rich program

34

Tool for discovery
- portal to BSM
- portal to hidden 

sector 
- portal to DM 

Precision measurements
- mass, width
- spin, CP, couplings 
- off-shell coupling, 

width interferometry 
- differential 

distributions

SM minimal or not? 
- 2HDM 
- MSSM, NMSSM 
- extra Higgs states, 

doubly-charged Higgs

Rare / beyond SM decays
- H → Zγ 
- H → μμ 
- H → cc 
- H → τμ, τe, eμ 
- H → J/Ψγ, Υγ , … 

… and much more 
- Higgs potential 
- di-Higgs 
- other FCNC decays 
- … 

H
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Examples where theoretical 
precision brings in new 

opportunities in the Higgs sector
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Higgs coupling to light quarks

36

• couplings to 2nd (and 1st) generation notoriously very difficult 
because they are very small 


• a number of ways to constraint the coupling of Higgs to charm:


‣ rare exclusive Higgs decays

‣ Higgs + charm production

‣ constraint from VH (H ➝bb) 

including charm mis-tagging

‣ constraint from Higgs width 

still largely unconstraint 
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Higgs coupling to light quarks

37

• Higgs produced dominantly via top-
quark loop (largest coupling)


• but interference effects with light 
quarks are not negligible


• provided theoretical predictions are 
accurate enough (few%?), constraint 
on charm (and possible strange) 
Yukawa can be significantly improved 
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Higgs coupling to light quarks
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• Higgs produced dominantly via top-
quark loop (largest coupling)


• but interference effects with light 
quarks are not negligible


• provided theoretical predictions are 
accurate enough (few%?), constraint 
on charm (and possible strange) 
Yukawa can be significantly improved 
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The Higgs potential

39

V (�) = µ2|�|2 + �|�|4
Theorist’s assumption 

the cornerstone of the SM, also connects 
with the stability of the universe

Establishing this assumption 
is a big answerable question, 
a guaranteed pay-off
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The Higgs potential

40

Single Higgs 
done

Double Higgs 
very hard

Triple Higgs 
out of reach

Bounds on λ today from LHC data still very loose (about a factor 5-10)

After EW symmetry breaking:  

400000 events 
for discovery

1000 times 
more rare 

another 500 
times more rare

V (h) =
mh

2
h2 + �vh3 +

�

4
h4
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The Higgs potential

41

New idea: exploit indirect sensitivity to λ of single Higgs 
production Provides a wealth of new measurements (many production 
processes, many kinematic distributions), but theory and measurements must 
be accurate enough

Traditionally: suggested to measure it through the production of two Higgs 
bosons (but difficult because of very small production rates) 

λ λ

Double Higgs Single Higgs 

h
h

h
h

V

V
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The Higgs potential

42

single Higgs 
production 

h

V

V

λ

Single Higgs production sensitive to Higgs self-coupling via loop 
effects ⇒ new experimental constraints  

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2019-009

�3.2 < � < 11.9 (95%C.L.) [ATLAS]
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Conclusion
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• With the completion of the SM, particle physics has entered a new 
era: we have a beautiful theory, that so far works spectacularly at 
colliders, but there are many indications that it is incomplete


• In the coming years the exploration of the TeV scale will include  

‣ a full-fledged Higgs program 

‣ a thorough precision program (indirect searches)

‣ a comprehensive exploration program (direct searches) 


• We leave in data driven times, progress is likely to come from 
experiment but theory is crucial to interpret data and to enhance 
sensitivity to anomalies 
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Higgs couplings at the HL-LHC

44


